Monte Carlo simulations in the Gibbs ensemble are presented for the two-dimensional Lennard-Jones fluids. We have considered the full Lennard-Jones potential and the truncated (at 2.50) and shifted potential. It is shown that the critical temperature depends largely on the details of the truncation of the potential. These differences are by no means small.
I. INTRODUCTION
Two-dimensional systems are interesting both from a purely theoretical and from an experimental point of view. Examples of real systems that behave effectively as two-dimensional systems are monolayers adsorbed on solid substrates' and surfactants adsorbed on an air/water interface. ' If a fluid is confined between two parallel plates, the phase behavior of such a system has two limiting cases. For infinite plate separation the system is identical to the threedimensional bulk system but when the separation between the plates is of the order of a molecular diameter, the fluid behaves like a two-dimensional bulk fluid. In order to study the influence of confinement on the phase behavior it is important to know the phase diagram of the two-dimensional bulk fluid.
The Lennard-Jones potential is given by (1) where r is the distance between two particles. In a simulation the potential is usually truncated at a cutoff radius R '. The influence of the tail of the potential is usually estimated analytically, by assuming that g(r) = 1 for distances greater than the cutoff radius.
If, however, simulations are used to study interfacial properties, this tail correction cannot be added straightforwardly. The simulations are then performed with a truncated potential 
The cutoff radius is usually set to R ' = 2.50. The intermolecular force between a pair of atoms is equal to -&@/Jr. Differentiating Eq. (2) with respect to r gives a delta function at r = R '. This delta function is inconvenient in a molecular dynamics simulation. Therefore in a molecular dynamics simulation the potential is not only truncated but also shifted" Wr) = 4(r) -q5(R '1 o
It turns out that the critical point of the Lennard-Jones fluids modeled with potentials ( 1)) (2)) and (3 ) is different in each case. In this article we study these differences in more detail.
The two-dimensional Lennard-Jones fluid has a vaporliquid interface that is very rough and foamy.4 This is caused by the very low interfacial tension4 of a two-dimensional liquid-vapor interface. In Ref. 5 it is shown that for a simulation in the Gibbs ensemble the interfacial tension is the driving "force" which causes the system to separate into a liquid and vapor phase. It is therefore an interesting question whether for systems with such a small interfacial tension the Gibbs ensemble still yields reliable results for the phase equilibrium properties.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
We have used the Gibbs ensemble technique to calculate the vapor-liquid curve of the two-dimensional LennardJones fluids described with Eqs. ( 1) and (3) with R ' = 2.50. Details on this simulation technique can be found in Refs 6 and 7. A formal proof of the equivalence of the Gibbs ensemble and the canonical ensemble is given in Ref. 5. Our algorithm deviates slightly from the original algorithm of Panagiotopoulos,' below we list the main differences.
A convenient method to generate trial configurations in the Gibbs ensemble is to perform a simulation in cycles. One cycle consists (on average) NdiSp attempts to displace a (random) particle in one of the (randomly chosen) boxes, NyO, attempts to change the volume of the subsytems, and Ntry attempts to exchange particles between the boxes. It is important to ensure that at each step of the simulation the condition of detailed balance is fulfilled.
In most published applications of the Gibbs ensemble the simulations are performed somewhat differently; instead of making a random choice at each Monte Carlo step of the type of trial move to be made (particle displacement, volume change, or particle exchange), the trial moves are carried out sequentially. First, trial displacements are attempted for each particle successively (the "N, V,T part"), then a trial move to change the volume is carried out (the "N,P,T part"), and finally one performs Ntry attempts to exchange particles (the "p, V,T part"). Although with this scheme microscopic reversibility is not guaranteed, it can be expect-also lead to the correct probability distribution. However, the "random" scheme used in the present work has some practical advantages. For example, there is no ambiguity when to gather data for subsequent analysis. In contrast, with sequential where sampling a choice must be made whether to sample after the N, V, T part, the N,P,T part, or the ,u, V, T part.
A more serious disadvantage of the sequential method was noted by Panagiotopoulos:6 erroneous results can occur, when the probability of acceptance of an exchange becomes greater than 3%. In Ref. 6, a bias in the liquid pressure was observed, which disappeared when the number of attempts to exchange particles was reduced. It seems likely that this problem is due to trapping of the system in a pocket of configuration space. The nature of the "metastable" fluctuations was discussed at length in Ref. 5. Xexp[ -Pu, (N-n, )I, (5) and where 4, = r/L is the scaled coordinates of a particle, L is the box length of the subsystem in which the particle is located, n, denotes the number of particles in box 1, V, denotes the volume of box 1, A is the thermal de Broglie wavelength, fl= l/k, T, and U( ni ) is the intermolecular potential.
In Eq. (4) we recognize a pseudo-Boltzmann factor
We performed several tests to compare the results obtained with the random and sequential methods. Not surprisingly, the extra time needed to select the type of trial move is negligible. With the random sampling, less simulations became trapped in metastable regions than with the corresponding sequential scheme. Furthermore, the standard deviation of the chemical potential was significantly smaller. Since the chemical potential (see Ref. 8 for the formula of the chemical potential in the Gibbs ensemble) is calculated during the exchange step, a large number of successful exchanges could bias the results for the chemical potential in case of the successive scheme.
In Refs. 6 and 7 a new configuration in the volume step is generated by making a random walk in V, . A more natural choice for generating a new configuration in the volume change step, is to make a random walk in ln[ V,/(V--V, 11, instead of in V, (see Ref. 9 for the N,P, T ensemble). This has the advantage that the domain of this random walk coincides with the possible values of V, . Furthermore, the average step size turns out to be less sensitive to the density.
exp [ -@WI -exp In N LO 6 + (1 +n,)ln V,
From this equation we can derive straightforwardly the acceptance rule for the volume step' AW=(Uy-U;)+(U;-U;) _ (n, + 1) ln _ (N-n, + 1) ln P P (7) where superscript " denotes the new configuration and superscript ' denotes the old configuration. The acceptance rules for the displacement of a particle and a particle exchange are not affected.
Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. The full Lennard-Jones potential
In order to adopt this method for the Gibbs ensemble, the acceptance rule for the volume has to be modified (see also Ref. 9) . For a random walk in In [ V, /( V -V, ) ] we have for an ensemble average in the Gibbs ensemble""
The two-dimensional Lennard-Jones fluid has been studied using conventional simulation techniques by several authors.4*'2-22 The equation-of-state data of these simulations together with additional data from conventional Monte Carlo simulations and the virial equation of state were fitted to a 33 parameter Benedict-Webb-Rubin equation by Reddy and O'Shea.23 From this equation of state they obtained as estimates for the critical temperature and density T, = 0.537 andp, = 0.365.
This estimate of the critical temperature disagrees with recent results of Singh et a1.,24 who used the Gibbs ensemble technique to determine parts of the vapor liquid curve for the two-dimensional Lennard-Jones fluid [as given by Eq. ( 1 ), the potential is truncated at half the box size and the long-tail corrections are estimated by assuming g(r) = 1 for distances greater than have the bixe size]. The data of Ref. 24 were fitted to a scaling law for the density, using the critical exponent of the two-dimensional Ising system (p = l/8). This procedure yielded an estimate for the critical temperature and density: T, = 0.472 and pc = 0.33 f 0.02. in which &, ", T is the partition function in the Gibbs ensemble', ' ' We have repeated the Gibbs ensemble simulations of Singh et al. The results of our simulation are presented in Fig. 1 and Table I . If we fit our results to the scaling law for the density (using the two-dimensional Ising critical exponent ) and to the law of rectilinear diameters, *O we obtain the following estimates for the critical temperature and density T, It is instructive to look at the data of Singh et al. more carefully (see Fig. 1 ). These authors fit their simulation data on the coexistence densities to a function that correctly reproduces the extremely flat top described by the two-dimensional Ising exponent p = l/8. As a consequence the estimate of the critical temperature depends sensitively on the data collected just below the critical point. Unless data have been collected very close to the critical point, it is almost impossible to obtain an accurate estimate of T,. It seems plausible that such an extrapolation error is at the root of the discrepancy between the estimate of T, in Ref. 24 and the value obtained by Reddy and O'Shea*" and the present results. In fact, Singh et al. report no data point above T = 0.470. Figure 1 shows that except for the point at T = 0.47 our simulation results are in excellent agreement with the results of Singh et al.
In Fig. 2 we have plotted an histogram of the densities measured during a simulation in the Gibbs ensemble at T = 0.49. This figure clearly shows that above T = 0.472 one can observe vapor-liquid coexistence. In Fig. 3 we have plotted the same histogram, but now for T = 0.51. This figure exhibits three peaks, which is an indication (see Sec. IV and Ref. 5 ) that the system is very close to the critical temperature.
The truncated and shifted potential
The results for the truncated and shifted potential [ Eq. (Fig. 4) shows that the influence of the tail of the potential is substantial. Similar behavior has also been observed in the three-dimensional Lennard-Jones fluid.26*27
Our finding of this large difference between the full and truncated two-dimensional Lennard-Jones models is at odds with the observation of Sikkenk et a1.4.2' who could not detect differences between the two model systems.
The influence of the truncation of the potential can be estimated from the equation of state of Reddy and O'Shea by TABLE I. Results for the (full) two-dimensional Lennard-Jones fluid. N is the total number of particles, Tis the temperature, N,, is the number of Monte Carlo cycles,p is the density, Pis the pressure, E is the energy, and p is the chemical potential. The number of attempts per cycle to insert a particle were: for N = 108; Ntry = 40, for N = 216; N,ry = 100, and for N = 512; Ntry = 250. The small subscripts give the accuracy of the last digit(s), so0.731, means 0.731 * 0.007. whether the conjecture that the Gibbs ensemble yields a better estimate of the critical point than conventional simulation techniques' is indeed true.
IV. FINITE-SIZE EFFECTS
The finite-size effects can be estimated by calculating the probability of the formation of droplets of gas or liquid in the two boxes using the method described in5 by replacing the formula with expressions for a two-dimensional system.27 This probability is given by SSdx dvS
where x = n, /N, y = V, /V and Fsurf (x,y) is the surface contribution to the free energy. This surface contribution can be estimated from
wherep is the density in one of the boxes, y is the inter-facial tension and A (x,y) the total (minimal) surface area for a given x, y (for a two-dimensional system this can either be a 'circle' of gas, 'circle' of liquid, or a double line).
The interfacial tension at a given temperature is estimated with the scaling law for the surface tension3' y=yo I+, ( > (11) E with a two-dimensional Ising critical exponent [p = 1 (Ref.
3011.
We have calculated y. using the results of Sikkenk et a1.4v22 who estimated the surface tension of the two-dimensional Lennard-Jones fluid using capillary wave theory. At T = 0.427 they obtained: y = 0.05 * 0.01. In Refs. 4 and 22 it is mentioned that the model that was simulated corresponds to a two-dimensional truncated Lennard-Jones system [ Eq. (2) appropriate for the truncated-and-shifted two-dimensional Lennard-Jones model. We have therefore not used this value for the critical temperature to estimate yO. Rather, we used the results ofthe Gibbs ensemble simulations for the truncated and shifted potential (2), which gave T, = 0.459. Note that with T, = 0.53 the estimate of y. would have been four times smaller, such a small surface tension would imply that simulations in the Gibbs ensemble would be impossible for this fluid in the temperature range that we have studied.
In Fig. 5 the calculated probability distributions are shown. This distribution gives the probability of finding the densityp in one of the boxes. In Ref. 5 it is shown that for the Gibbs ensemble these figures have a typical behavior close to the critical temperature. Well below the critical temperature two separate peaks, corresponding to the liquid and vapor densities, can be observed. Close to the critical point a third peak, which corresponds to the overall density can be observed. This peak originates from entropic effects. Due to the low surface tension close to the critical point, it becomes for the system possible to form droplets of liquid or gas, which give rise to the third peak.
The Fig. 5 shows that for a system with 512 particles finite-size effects (for example the occurrence of a third peak) can be expected for 0.96T, < T-c T,. For a system with only 64 particles finite-size effects can be expected for 0.9T, < T< T,. The finite size-effects are sufficiently small to obtain a reliable estimate of the critical point.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we have demonstrated by numerical simulation the very strong effect on the phase diagram caused by small changes in the treatment of the long-range part of the Lennard-Jones potential. As direct simulation of the untruncated Lennard-Jones potential is extremely uneconomical, different authors have used different truncation procedures. For many bulk properties the nature ofthe truncation makes little difference. For the liquid-vapor coexistence curves, however, these seemingly small changes in truncation procedure make a very large difference indeed. This is not sufficiently realized by many authors. As a consequence, the literature abounds with examples where confusing results are obtained because data obtained with different "LennardJones" potentials are mixed up. In this paper we have calcu-lated the vapor-liquid curve of various two-dimensional Lennard-Jones fluids using the Gibbs ensemble technique, in order to quantify this effect and to provide future authors with reference data for the most frequently used versions of the Lennard-Jones potential.
